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where c p encapsulates all of the properties of the body p, and f captures the fractional range over which the tidal forces vary. For tides raised by the star on a synchronously rotating planet with low eccentricity, f = e, and for planet-planet tides, the tidal forces vary from near zero to their full value, so we can take f ∼ 1. We can then compare the strain induced by the star on planet p to that induced by another planet q with the ratio
Using the values for a, m, e, and M * from Grimm et al. (2018) and Van Grootel et al. (2018) , I find that for every planet p in the TRAPPIST-1 system there exists some other planet q for which ε p,q /ε p, * > 0.1 during conjunction.
2 Wright This suggests that in no case can planet-planet tides be neglected out-of-hand compared to stellar tides. Indeed, in the case of planet g we have ε g,f /ε g, * = 2.7, meaning that planet-planet tides may dominate.
The effects of these tides are complex functions of the structure and spin states of the planets, which are not known. It is also nontrivial to compare the magnitudes of dynamical tides to eccentricity tides in this case: most existing treatments of dynamical tides are not immediately applicable to the TRAPPIST-1 system because they assume either mutual Keplerian motion between the bodies, or that they are gaseous stars or planets, or both. As a very rough first pass at plausibility, however, we can examine the rate of energy dissipation in the cases above, which scales aṡ
where k is a function of not only the planet's properties, but also the nature of the interaction, and ω is the frequency of the perturbations. That is, ω is equal to the mean orbital motion n p = 2π/P p of planet p in the case of star-planet eccentricity tides (where P is the orbital period), and ω is equal to the synodic frequency |n p − n q | in the case of planet-planet tides. For all planets p except b, there is another planet q where ε 2 p,q ω p,q /(ε 2 p, * ω p, * ) > 1%, and in fact ε
It is thus not obvious that planet-planet tides can be neglected in the TRAPPIST-1 exoplanetary system, especially the tides on planet g due to planet f , if the planets are in synchronous rotation.
[Erratum: After publication, I became aware of the work of Lingam & Loeb (2018) , who noted the potential importance of planet-planet tides on habitability by showing that planet-planet tides between neighboring planets in the TRAPPIST-1 system have similar magnitudes to lunar tides on the Earth. The topic has thus not gone completely "unremarked upon" as I stated in my research note.] I thank Eric Ford and Andrew Shannon for helpful discussions on this topic.
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